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The objective on West Hawk will be met by inserting or removing logs to: 

- Protect against unacceptably high discharge rates by maintaining a buffer of at least 

6” below 1092.25 ft. - the Maximum Summer Level (ie. at or below 1091.75 ft.); and  

- Prevent exceeding the flood warning level of 1092.75 ft. by removing logs as needed 

without raising Caddy level above 1047.0 ft.  

The objective for Caddy Lake will be met by inserting or removing logs to:  

- Maintain Lake level below 1046.0 ft. ; and  

- Prevent the level exceeding 1047.0 ft.  

Within these limitations, the discharge rate from West Hawk will be adjusted by insertion and 

removal of logs - reducing the rate of drawdown of Caddy as needed to maintain the West 

Hawk target level, and to permit the drawdown schedule being achieved. 

Above Flood Level limitations - West Hawk and Caddy will be drawn down in lock-step with the 

daily drawdown of each being an equal proportion of the level above flood level. 

Below these limitations, the objective will be to: 

1. Re-establish the protective buffer in West Hawk as quickly as possible;  

2. Maintain both lakes within their normal summer operating range; and 

3. To conduct a progressive fall draw down of West Hawk and complete it (ie. reach 

a water level of 1090.5 ft.) by October 30th of each year.  The level must not 

exceed 1091.75 ft. on September 10th, and from that day forward,  logs shall be 

inserted / removed as necessary to: 

a. Achieve an average drawdown rate of 0.4 inches /day (approximately 12 

inches water depth over the stop logs (plus attribution)); or 

b.  Provide a discharge rate up to 140 cfs (24 inches of water depth above 

the stop logs) to dissipate rainfall and runoff during the period; in 

addition to the basic drawdown of the lake.  
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c.   The level of West Hawk must not be allowed to rise during any 10 day 

operating period; and the level of Caddy must not be caused to rise 

above 1046.0 ft. (1046.5 ft. with unusually heavy rain); 

d.  Rainfall after Caddy is frozen over, will not be allowed to increase the 

discharge rate from West Hawk.   

Spring Log Management: 

Of the 14 logs available, the following should be inserted by April 20th:  

- In years of heavy snow pack – 11 or 12 logs should be inserted initially (dependent 

upon the anticipated volume of runoff and rainfall) , and the West Hawk Lake level 

rise limited to 1091.75 ft.  If Caddy Lake level rises to 1046.5 ft., then West Hawk 

level should be allowed to rise to 1092.25 ft.  If Caddy Lake level rises to 1047.0 ft., 

then West Hawk should be allowed to rise to 1092.75 ft.  

- In years of light snow pack – 13 logs should be inserted initially, and the lake level 

rise limited to 1091.75 ft.  

 

Signatories for: 

Caddy Lake:      West Hawk Lake 

 

Robert Stalker: ---WCA Director    Alan Roberts: --WCA Director     

Joel Kettner: --WCA Director      Lindsay Donnelly:  Water Levels Cmte. mbr 

Grant Fissette: -Water Levels Cmte. mbr   Darrell Kinley:  Water Levels Cmte. mbr 

 

 

 


